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You’ve finished! 
What will you read next?
                          Grusilda 

Name ...............................................
Date  ...............................................

Student Response
My score for this book is ............/10.
It was a ................................... book. 

3. Read, cover, spell!
Read Cover Spell
all
bill
beak
beaks 
eat
long
strong
have
some
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Birds Birds Birds Birds 

1. Describe Birds’ Beaks
All birds have b.............

Some birds h......... long beaks.

Some birds have str.......... beaks.

Some b......... have wide beaks.

Beaks help birds to get food  
and e....... food.

2. Draw a bird with  
a long beak.

Activity Sheet

Level 10: Description

A kiwi has a 

l........... beak.

A parrot has a 

strong b...........

A d......... has a 

wide beak.



Inside Front Cover: Glossary Title Page: Topic Introduction 

Teaching Unit
Birds Birds Birds Birds  
Level 10 Non-Fiction – Description

Curriculum Topics: English; Science
Book Synopsis: A description of the key 
characteristics that all birds have in common. 
Non-High Frequency Words: Most words are 
repeated across subheadings and the supporting text. 
The text is supported by clear and captivating images. 
High Frequency Words: Birds Birds Birds Birds has  
an average percentage of high frequency words. 
Comprehension: The Teaching Unit’s focus is on 
seven areas of comprehension – connection, 
inference, importance, questioning, summarising,  
synthesis and visual. We advise teachers to tailor 
literal comprehension questions for each group.  

Pages 2 and 3
Description – Introduction 
Introduces the subject of birds as a group 
of animals.  
Language Features
First paragraph: covers where birds are found.
Second paragraph: covers their numbers, sizes 
and flight capabilities
Number words: ten thousand
Comprehension – Inference
If there are over ten thousand different kinds 
of birds around the world, how many birds might there be – millions or billions? 
English, Arts, English, Geography and Science Activity 
Discuss places where different kinds of birds are located in the local environment. Draw big birds and small 
birds, and perhaps birds that can’t fly. Write labels for each bird.

Pages 4 and 5
Description – Characteristic
Describes one physical characteristic – beaks.  
Also describes three birds with different kinds of 
beaks and their purposes.  
Language Features
Adjectives and nouns: long beaks; strong beaks; 
wide beaks, water plants
Headings: main heading and subheadings
Image captions: short sentence structure
Repeated content words: plants, seeds, 
water, worms
Rhyming words: long, strong
Word family: eat, eats; has, have 
Comprehension – Visual, Inference
What are some other words to describe each of the beaks, e.g. long, narrow beak (for kiwi). What other parts 
of a bird’s body could help them when they search for food and eat? Why? 
English, Maths and Science Activity
Refer to The Literacy Tower book Austraiia’s Amazing Platypus. Draw two birds or a bird and another kind of 
animal with the same-shaped beak or bill, e.g. a platypus and a duck. Write a short sentence, e.g. A platypus 
is not a bird but it has a bill. Other pairs of birds are a crane and a kiwi; an eagle and a parrot. 
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SCIENCE

For free book rewards, register your school with our Staircase program at www.theliteracytower.com

Student Activity
Student activity sheet
(free download/PDF)

Imagine being the first a dragon in my family with 
feathers. I like that idea!

Birds really are amazing, and this dragon loves flying 
amongst birds that can fly, too!

Page 8
Description – Characteristic and Evaluation
First paragraph describes a characteristic for all birds – eggs.  
Second paragraph concludes with a summary of common  
characteristics, and why we should look after birds.
Language Features
Headings: subheadings written in statement form
Key words repeated: inside, egg, eggs 
Verbs: grow, hatch, walk, swim, fly
Words starting with blends: chicks, fly, grow, protects, shell, swim 
Comprehension – Summarise, Synthesise, Importance
What does the author want you to remember? What do you think
is the most important feature of a bird? 
English and Arts Activity
Discuss how to care for birds 
in the local environment.  
Write a conservation slogan,  
e.g. Better Care for Birds!

Pages 6 and 7
Description – Characteristic
Describes another physical characteristic – feathers.  
Language Features
Adjectives: warm, dry
Descriptive verbs: bend, flex 
Headings: subheadings written in question form
Key words repeated: fly, help, stay 
Rhyming words: dry, fly
Words starting with “f”, “fl”: feathers, for, flex, fly 
Comprehension – Inference, Visual, Importance 
What is another reason why birds that fly can stay 
in the air? Do you think it is important for a bird to 
stay dry? Why might some birds have bright feathers?
English, Arts and Science Activity  
Draw a brightly coloured bird from the local 
environment or create for fun a bird using colours 
from the students’ favourite sports team.

Australia’s Amazing 
Platypus 
Level 8: Non-Fiction, 
Description

The Penguin Race
Level 9: Fiction, 
Narrative

Please Do Not Feed the 
Ducks
Level 17: Fiction, 
Narrative

Group Activity
Chart: “Better Care for Birds” 
Observe birds at school. Half the students 
draw an environmental background while 
the others draw birds and then glue them 
onto the chart. Write amazing facts.

Check out these other 
books for projects 
about birds and 
animals with bills.

Feathers
Feathers first appeared 
on small dinosaurs over 

100 million years ago. The 
feathers were too small for 
flying, and were probably 

used to keep warm. 
The dinosaurs, called 
theropods, were the 

ancestors of today’s birds.  


